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To do its part in the war effort, the U.S. Mint changed from a copper cent to a zinc-coated steel

version for one year, in 1943. Rumor quickly spread that anyone who found a 1943 copper cent

would be rewarded with a car from Ford. Now you can display your collection of the legendary

Lincoln cents of 1909 to 1958 in this beautiful four-panel coin folder. Larger in size than the average

folder, this unit has room for 144 coins, the most of any similar folder.
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Save your money. After have to jam several coins into the book which required so much pressure

that the cardboard around the hole wrinkled, I decided it wasn't worth the effort. The holes are too

small. Even if you manage to jam one in there, it does not look nice, because the material is

wrinkled or bunched on one side. Horrible! Don't bother. I am currently pulling my coins out of the

book and buying a different brand.

1909-1958 official Whitmans Lincoln cents collection folder. I was skeptical at first on purchasing

any Whitmans folder as several previous reviews were stating it was difficult to insert the coins.

However, after receiving I had tried inserting several cents into the folder and they went in pretty

easily. If you put one side of the coin down into the insertion and then push slightly on the opposite

side it should go in with ease. With the folder being hard covered it should last a long time.

After my father in law bought my son a bunch of cent collecting books, my husband got really into



collecting as well. He wants to start with cents, and wanted books without overlapping years. So I

bought him this book and the 1959-2009 version as a gift. I haven't tried fitting pennies into them

yet, since they're for him. But the cover and interior quality looks great. My son has a little bit older

versions of these, and the pennies have fit just fine with a little push, so I think they'll be good.

COLLECTION SET FOR A BEGINNER: THE LINCOLN CENT 1909-1958 Collection set is a great

way for a young person to start collecting coins,hey we can't start them out with gold coins unless

we are like the people on Shark Tank so let's start them off with the beginnings of our money

system the "penny' kind of a forgotten coin,spmetimes you see them in the street,"pick them

Up'.There are also maybe ways to collect wheat pennies from different agencies so young

collectors can learn about money as they get older. I think this is a excellent way to start That's my

opinion.

For everyone saying the coins are hard to insert:This booklet is for COLLECTING coins! Not a

savings account where you add and remove coins at will. They are meant to be a tight fit, because

once you place the coin in, it stays there...forever. To remove the coin is to destroy the insert

forever... No coin will ever sit in that spot right again. To insert a coin correctly you need to place the

booklet down on a hard flat surface, place one side of the coin into the slot, and press down firmly

on the other end of the coin at an angle to press the coin into the slot, once that coin is in, do not

remove it, it will ruin the insert. If you are looking for a booklet for coins where you can replace the

pennies with higher quality pennies, such as if you find one that is shinier than the one you have,

you want a booklet with sleeves, not inserts.

The backing is not secured very good so when you press a coin into it, make sure the book is laying

on a hard flat surface or the entire backing will pull right off the book. I learned this the hard way.

Otherwise it has all the years and Mint mark slots I was looking for, just wish the backing was more

sturdy

The holes for the pennies are tight and I have to use a rubber mallet to place them I regret doing

this. When I been using this for months it started to rip. Please save your money and buy a the

album with you can see the reverse and obverse of the coins and I know this is expensive but it will

last you a long time and the coin won't get scratched.



Bought this for our 12 yr old grandson. He loved searching thru the bag full of wheat pennies we

had and putting them in the correct place. Also, the info and history on the inside and back cover

was very interesting.
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